
Getting 500 - 1,000 investors a day... craving ASSETS 

... and what just about everybody gets wrong about 
"wholesaling"... 

As with each and every module presented any of them can revolutionize everything in your 
company, dramatically rocket your income and change your life - regardless of your situation 
right now - if you don't take action, don't give yourself credit for the reasons... fix them! 

Take part in the community - don't be passive, get yourself out there, make friends, share, 
partner, ask questions, support - follow through on the promises that you made to be here. 

I really mean that, I appreciate all the great feedback and I know everybody's has committed to 
keep up with your payments - which I appreciate (Thank You) - but please don't think that's all 
that is expected of you; there is a community relying on YOU for input. 

Help... and be helped. 

End of lecture. 

Let's get started. 

Rundown - in one sentence here's what we'll be covering: 

How to get boatloads of investors coming to you - 500 - 1,000 a day - with simple 
and free (or dirt cheap) marketing that continues to run on auto-pilot... and why 
most "wholesalers" suck and what they're all missing. 

Details: 

This is where you'll avoid the "wholesaling" traps and build a list of serious 
investors that buy INTO you (which means they'll almost always buy FROM you) 
that will gobble up all your deals - real estate, companies, IPOs, etc. - 

When we're done here - 

You'll know what moronic tactics to avoid focusing on 

Why so many people in RE are broke and why just a few proper positioning words will change 
everything 

A simple exercise that'll keep you flooded with new business every hour - and how keep your 
Team paid handsomely (and loyal as guard dogs) 

How to keep investor relationships solidified for years and years... 

Quickly doubling, tripling, quadrupling your income without getting any more leads 



The basics of RR and how to avoid dealing with tire kickers 

Why investors lose out when they focus on typical "wholesaling" 

By now you should... 

Have PA firmly in place and be conducting interviews every week (this is how you get smarter) 

Your numbers should be tracked on the number of calls you get, how much you make and how 
long those transactions take to on average to be completed 

Your meetings, Policies, RAD, etc. 

If not - you're wasting time... 

Yes.  You are. 

"Wholesaling" 

Taking a property at one price (usually a low one) and moving to an investor 

They will normally repair and - resell, rent, refinance, etc. 

"You could make $5-10,000 very quickly?" 

"Quick Money." 

"Don't have to invest yourself? 

The BIG mistakes - 

Keeping this as a job - not creating the BUSINESS 

Bunch of legality involved here - much more than most understand 

So much work involved to do correctly, would detract most investors 

Focus is on deals/closing NOT income/business 

Sell A property NOT selling income or future 

No real attachment with investors and focus is RE not ASSETS or relationship 

ROI, CPL, CPC - clueless 

Limited growth - totally reactive 

What's in their best interest?  Not usually them... 

How to do this the SMART way 



Deals -  

Focus should be on ASSETS - RE is one of them, companies, IPOs 

If nothing else you just look like a genius 

Once you understand the process it doesn't matter what you move 

You can get deals just from partners, investors, agents, contractors, etc. 

Deal numbers need to Policized 

Every deal FROM NOW ON... 

Has three agents, contractors, property managers, appraisers, etc. 

Use organizations or rankings to come up with names 

www.Realtor.org 

www.irem.org 

www.npma.org 

www.narpm.org 

If they are "licensed" or members it is easier to rate them and cause "trouble" 

YOU do not make promises, guarantees, etc. you are MORE objective than anybody 

SEC compliance officers, company experts, competitor managers, brokers, etc. 

All of this can be Policized and done/arranged by a Tot 

If an investor or Supplier has a problem - I would MOVE ON 

Investors 

From now develop Income Blueprint and get background info, income, goals, etc. 

EVERYBODY is an investor 

You are getting a target income and then quantifying how many deals need to be done 

$20k/month 2 assets/quarter, etc. 

Investors buy WITH you NOT just from you 

Financials taken and a feasibility gauge is established 

Constantly ask yourself what's in their best interest?  (it isn't "doing a deal") 



You treat investors like family 

You are more suspicious of numbers than they are 

You operate with their income in mind 

You provide assets for them to hit their numbers 

Any deal you give them - you would do (and/or ARE doing) yourself 

Any problems and they talk to somebody within 24 hours 

RR 

The main reason people won't handle money this way is fear 

Wiring of money delays - 

They don't have it - you're talking to the wrong person 

They don't trust you - you went about Policies wrong way 

Either way you can easily fix this and avoid delays and let-downs closing process 

Entire Process 

You get deals from investors - they apply to become Suppliers 

They follow your Policies on each deal 

 Three agents, contractors, PMC, apps, etc. 

 Local and national market research, maps, etc. 

 Essentially all information for your DP 

Tot may spend some time on this, but the package should be together in less than 24 hours 

Supplier is in touch with your attorney or you with theirs 

You have already interviewed them so they understand RR and your cuts 

With solid/best numbers you first alert your VIP List - accept RR from appropriate investor 

Details on deals provided 

Possibly showings - although this will not normally happen (yeah...) 

Numbers confirmed/verified and closing occurs 

 



http://www.housingpredictor.com/ 

http://www.mgic.com/guides/restrictedmarkets.html 

zipskinny.com 

Geology.com 

http://www.usnaviguide.com/ - zip codes, area codes 

http://www.city-data.com/ 

http://www.pmi-us.com/ - click on Econ 

Radian.biz - market research 

http://www.rmic.com/productsandservices/marketanalysis/mama/Pages/default.aspx 

https://www.ugcorp.com/decliningmarkets.html 

findtheseller.com 

Trulia 

Zillow 

LoopNet.com 

deadleads.com 

The big differences 

There has never been a time to "wholesale" instead of buying 

To build a real Empire you should be acquiring constantly - maybe not in America 

The power of bulk purchasing should be used as leverage not as a profit source 

If you study process it can easily be run by a TT after less than a day of training 

Very few people will do it this way because they "don't have time" to record Policies, etc. 

An actual company is built around acquisitions NOT a job 

Every branch is following Policies and you are acquiring not liquidating 

The single biggest difference is tracking the CPL, ROI and time it takes to monetize 

This is where everything changes - 



You're no longer out of business until you happen to get "another deal" - TRACKING 

Hire a mathematician here - NOT an accountant - a MATH GUY, I'm serious... 

Logic professor, algorithm analytics, etc. 

Odesk, Interns, Professors - partner with a charity or cause and do a Leverage Hire 

Ask what THEY recommend 

Ideas: software, Excel, DabbleDB, Intuit, ACT, Goldmine, etc 

People are imported 

CPL, PPC - ALL tracked for you 

The only ingredient missing is fresh supply of investors 

That's easy to fix - 

And much easier to fix once you know what to pay 

For example - 

What is the CPL for an investor? 

What is the average profit from an investor added in... 24 hours, one week, one month, etc? 

In other words what is the ROI and how fast are you getting it? 

So how much would you pay for 100 investors and double your money in a day?  A week?  

THIS IS THE BIG SECRET - 

I've never met a SINGLE investor or "I buy homes" guy that had ANY clue what this number 
was... in fact, let's make another wager - right now chat in the box if you know your number 
and I'll pay your budget for the next month... 

For the next six months... 

Alright, I'll pay it for the next YEAR... 

And I know some of you got this early and saw this and thought about looking up your 
numbers - and what happened?  You DON'T have them, do you? 

I know. 

Tracking - 

If you want to grow fast, you've got to have this - or get lucky 



This is how sign poster, card passers, etc. can "get rich" by getting you calls 

You want to know how quickly you monetize and for how much 

Once you move past RE to Assets and then to monetize and connecting in general - 

The you make and the faster you make it 

Contact/Touches 

As email/call comes in you want to have a conversation immediately 

Maybe they have a form (like ours) filled out immediately 

More dialog/interaction the better the relationship, the more money you'll make 

Remember you can easily add ten times the profit by doing this 

Tot preferably TT - Reverse Hired Agent - Leveraged Hire - PA (great for positioning)  

 

Remember the dialog, checklists, POLICIES, "flow", etc. - IS THE DIFFERENCE! 

 

The rest of this section - 

Is about getting the crowd 

Monetizing the crowds 

Doing it Subtractively 

Getting 500 - 1,000 investors a day 

You want to Policize and train this with a Tot - can all be done in a week... if you're slow 

Remember the numbers and tracking is vital 

You can partner and start for free... 

Goal here is generally to build your email, text, VB list of people - leverage 

Want to add to it everyday 

1 - Auction properties 

Drop price to 30-60% 

Take calls and potentially set showing 



Can do this with just about any property 

2 - REIA Flyers 

We prefer to have endorsed emails, but this has yielded 100s 

You can use other's deals 

Very Subtractive 

3 - Gain authority in REIA 

Get involved in Yahoo/Google groups, answer questions, make friends 

Hire Tot to research and answer questions with links to your site/VM 

Usually takes less than a few days at the MOST - stay consistent with new people 

This alone can add hundreds a week 

Do the math - 30-50/week with 10-20 sites... 

4 - Start your own REIA 

Use NationalReia.com as a base 

Interview heads of largest REIAs and Policize whatever they did 

Get to groups, sites, indexed, etc. this is a fast way to build credibility - think of PA 

5 - Facebook/Social Media Interviews 

You interview gatekeepers and they send their crowds to listen 

They must (or have option) to become a VIP 

This technique alone has added thousands a week 

6 - YouTube Videos 

Definitely want to use PA with this 

Get video made by agent, investor, "dancer", use animoto or other software - or don't 

Title will be important and easier to rank with 

Admittedly this is hit and miss and I don't "get it" 

Randall/Tony - 2k/month - so it is worth figuring out 

7 - Investor ads into VB 



Newspapers.com - NewsDirectory.com - etc. 

I buy homes, homes for rent, no qual ad, no banks, remodeling, handyman specials, FREE stuff 

One of my favorite - you destroy competition and add 100s/day 

8 - Internet search for advertisers 

Find all organic and paid traffic for "your area" homes, real estate, investing, etc. 

Every day you want to add to these two lists - in AR and VB 

Simple way to add hundreds 

9 - eBay 

Market - use deals from others and agree to put them up without "charging" them 

You can also license this out and build your list 

Agents/investors have done this and just build their list of hundreds/thousands for FREE 

10 - Online ads 

craiglist, DomesticSale.com, InetGiant.com, adpost.com FreeAdlists.com, 
usfreeads.com, vast.com, LoopNet, oodle.com, postlets.com, POstingforYou.com, 
growclicks.com, etc. 

11 - SIGNS 

Auctions, investor specials, cash investor - MUST SELL no banks, use the same words 
from the ads... 

12 - Contractors 

Easy to find and will be among best buyers - you can lend easily to them 

They can always find deals 

Good ones will do the work for less/free if you take care of them 

13 - Direct mail 

Landlords, out of area purchase, attorneys, etc.  (MelissaData.com, FACL, etc.) 

I only recommend with partnering - 

Definitely not unless you have numbers tracked 



14 - Review 

Social Media Method - talk about great a guru/group/somebody is 

Have them send an alert to everybody 

Their people (some of them) become your people 

Our examples - 

Resident Evil 

15 - Cards/Flyers 

One of my favorites (what?  I can have more than one...) 

You want to pay 1/call, 1/10 calls, whatever and control Siphon Points 

Gas Stations, grocery stores, restaurants, etc. 

YOU CAN DO A LOT with these locations 

Track your numbers, Policize and Tot/TTs can set a business doing nothing but this 

16 - Billboards 

One of my... alright, never mind 

We recommend you "sell" half to your investor list and TF one 

This is how you get "free" space 

One board can do over $10k/month... actually a lot more and you'll see how in a 
second 

Very scalable - but must be tracked 

17 - Lenders/Agents 

When they "can't do anything"  

They should all have a file from you - card, flyer, PP - to give out 

No qual deals are great, this can add huge volume/gravity to your list - endorsements 

18 - Ezine, mail "drops", coreg, PPC, banner ads 

You are buying lists, advertising or doing "spam" 



You will almost certainly want a Tot for this 

Very scalable and with numbers tracked a HUGE secret 

19 - All social media 

Recordings, videos, audios, articles 

Sent everywhere - yes... everywhere 

I don't know how to track this as well - but we'll figure it out - 

Numbers definitely make sense 

This is more of the Forced Fallout concept 

Forced Fallout - military term referring to having "nuclear fallout" effect with limited 
munitions... in other words picking an area, a crowd or market segment and getting 
your message to everybody by honing in on key targets.  (Get crazy...) 

Remember follow up Policies, conversations/touches and running this like an 
EMPIRE... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Send email... make money - 

19 ways to send an email and have $5,000 - $10,000 
flood your bank account... and a lot more... 

As with each and every module presented any of them can revolutionize everything in your 
company, dramatically rocket your income and change your life - regardless of your situation 
right now - if you don't take action, don't give yourself credit for the reasons... fix them! 

Take part in the community - don't be passive, get yourself out there, make friends, share, 
partner, ask questions, support - follow through on the promises that you made to be here. 

I really mean that, I appreciate all the great feedback and I know everybody's has committed to 
keep up with your payments - which I appreciate (Thank You) - but please don't think that's all 
that is expected of you; there is a community relying on YOU for input. 

Help... and be helped. 

End of lecture. 

Let's get started. 

Rundown - in one sentence here's what we'll be covering: 

Getting the back-end work done quickly so that you have arranged relationships and 
mini-Empires and models that involve you sending an email (if that...) and seeing 
money in your bank account. 

Details: 

This is where you'll turn subscribers, leads and consumers into money - FAST - by 
helping them get the best use of their transactions and involvement with you. 

When we're done here - 

You'll know how to serve your clients and people the best by giving them a tremendously 
higher value than others 

How simple strategic and broader thinking will add countless profit centers to your company 

How to make a lot more money without doing much more 

How to shift focus from deals, houses, assets, etc. to transactions 

This will force you to build your company smarter... into an Empire 



Our focus is buyers and investors - 

NOT that they're easier to "get" - everybody is easy when you focus 

Because much our stuff revolves around building your list and leveraging it 

So here's how to monetize those crowds immediately - within days or even hours  

Last Note - 

Your list is your family... if they "suck" guess whose fault it is? 

I have some "sucky" lists, guess whose fault it is? 

Build a list you love 

Size does NOT matter 

Add touches - VM can increase response 10x - "I can't afford it..."  or "Can you afford NOT 
to..." 

To send email and make money you'll probably need... emails to send to... 

Refer to previous section about building your list... or don't - you guys WILL, that's I love you 

19 Ways To Pull Cash From Emails - 

what moronic tactics to avoid focusing on 

1 - Lawyer LLC set up 

A no-brainer, investors come in and are invited to hear call/presentation on Vegas LLCs, etc. 

You can record call - mention in AT - and split profits with them  

1-2k - your cut is half - convert around 10-20% 

200+/week, 25% came on, 6-7 sales from 50 @$600 that's $3-4k/week on autopilot 

Won't work in your area... 

2 - Investor Properties 

Follow the model and send alerts with the best 3-5 deals 

Responses are with RR to attorney 

DP, Evaluation Period, etc. 

If deal falls apart - move on... 



Set minimum and Policize one deal a week to start (1/50, 5k, etc.) 

3 - CPA/Affiliates 

Generally not as high quality - is this in their best interest? 

Usually better to work with offline groups and create your own groups/campaigns 

Can have similar Policies to Social Media 

4 - Luncheons Financial Seminars 

Brilliant model - $500-1k per head 

Use title to qualify: Five ways to invest $100k... What to with $50k - Turn $20k into a million - 

Also ideal for business/IPO groups 

PA can be great quantifier 

$500/head from list of 700 - $2k/week for 90 days 

5 - Buyers to NHB 

One of the biggest secrets in the world 

5-10% from NHB - all buyers do is mention you 

Coupon, your name, free upgrade 

Have had several successes with this 

Just one/month is easily $100k/year - example of one/week from 110/buyers 

6 - Buyers to FREE home buying seminars 

Arranged with L/A Model 

Charge $100/head - your cut $200/head - minimum - track conversion rates 

Free credit card approval, BK attorneys, credit counseling, debt consolidation, etc. 

Buyers can also be charged $100 

Min. $200 - $300/head - even with 100/week and 20% - $4-6k/week 

7 - Buyers to similar online groups 

Again, may not be as quality - you want to track 

Potentially better with offline groups 



Can be used to gauge interest 

8 - Coupons (especially for dinners) 

A huge favorite of ours - use PA to identify coupon/rate 

A solid way to grow any company 

$50-$150 per coupon 

Emailed constantly, given as bonus, "sold", gifted, competitors can use, traded, etc. 

40 buyers/week over half went to "party" over two weeks total was over $5k from 40 buyers 

9 - Investors for showings 

Reverse Hired agents/investors show property to group 

You can arrange a cut/head 

Immediately taken to attorney/RR 

Your cut is already determined 

Policies implemented as usual 

144 investors - one email, 31 showings - over four weeks total cut $50k FROM one email... 

10 - Free consultation with attorneys 

Works like coupon arrangement - 

Eight ways to pay zero taxes, to see if you qualify... 

Can promote taxes, protection, divorce, BK, etc. 

Normally $50-$250+ and up - per appointment  

Does NOT include completion  

11 - Consultation with financial planners, stock brokers, etc. 

Works just like above... 

Creative application... 

From less than 1,000 investors cleared over $8k/month 

12 - Calls with Groups 

RE groups, "IPO" guys, business financers, etc. 



Managers, brokers, etc. "turn-key" operations 

One "call" and your cut is established 

From 310 investors 72 came on line, 11 properties moved - over $40k 

Easily done once a week/month, etc. 

13 - "Ads" to investors 

As your list and responsiveness improves you can treat as a newspaper 

Agents - $1k for an "ad" or charged on responses 

61 investors ran ad for "showing" had eight investors show up - over $5k 

14 - "Ads" for buyers 

Same as above but for end users 

Can bid on down payment, purchase price - you just get crowd 

Up front and back end - 100 buyers, DP went from 3k to 7k - half 

15 - Financed Hires 

Offer to "share a hire" and get your Team built for free 

$300 - $500 month - split cost with a time block for yourself 

Financed Hires are a great way to get Tots and TTs started with NO cost 

16 - "Motivated Sellers" 

Ideal for ad contacts - send email for consumers - send another to sell them 

Based on criteria your initial target should be $50-$100 up front 

If nothing else a Tot can go through list and pull out 10-15/day 

You are moving clients that fit criteria to investors 

Foreclosure list - no more wholesaling - now clients moved at $100 - first day over 30 

17 - "Spot/Seat" on Bus Tours 

Investors/buyers won't make a huge difference 

Normally you'll charge more for this $100-$300 

Easy way to develop up front and back end cash -  



Same for investors on no-qual deals 

No list - $50 - from signs had over 20 people on tour - seven "closings" 

18 - Leverage Contacts (laborer/servicers) 

Your contacts - contractors, agents, rehab crews, bidding, etc. 

Agents for mass/close showings, lenders, etc. 

Bidding out crews - two emails - $300 - $500/week for over 90 days 

19 - Donation Nation 

Raising money for causes in general - specifically for partial payment on houses 

400+ investors offered $200/month "shares" for Housing Help Project over 20 bids 

$4,000/month now specials arranged with owners, landlords, etc. 

You can give a house away every month - it is worth it just for the leads... 

Not to mention positioning, taxes, hiring - check this out yourself 

   

 

 


